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INTRODUCTION
Explanatory comments:
The A9 Company (hereafter referred to as "The
Company"), an SAS with a capital of 81,382 euros,
is registered with the Registry of Trades and Companies of Paris under RCS Paris B 451 911 812. Its
headquarters are located at 16A Boulevard de Reuilly,
75012 Paris, France - email address: support@gymglish.com.
Its EEC VAT number is FR10451911812. The Company primarily provides online training services. The
Company’s website publication manager is Benjamin
Levy.
The Company places great importance upon the
security of personal data and commits to ensure its
protection under European and French standards relating to the processing of this data.
Explanatory comments in the right-hand column
of this document have no binding legal value; they
serve only to facilitate the overall comprehension of
the document, re-written in simpler terms.
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Below you will find our
commitments with regard to your
personal data.

UPDATES

The Company reserves the right to amend this document at any time.
If applicable, the revision number and date located
at the top of this document will identify the version.
Each update will be published on our Site. Any
changes will take effect upon said publication.
By continuing to use the Site, the Services and/or
Applications, or by accessing them after an update
of our terms, you acknowledge and accept all of the
modifications therein.
For translations, the reference document for interpretation shall be the original French, whose latest applicable version is available at the following ad-
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We reserve the right to change the
terms of this document.

dress: https://www.gymglish.com/documents/
privacy-policy-fr-latest.pdf
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DEFINITIONS

Activation refers to The start date of the Subscription.

Application or mobile Application refers to a program designed and/or produced by the Company that
is downloadable and executable from the operating
system of a smartphone or tablet.
Client refers to an adult and able person or company who either accepts the Listing of a Seller on the
Marketplace or purchases a Subscription on his own
account, or on behalf of one or more User(s).

You can access our Service from
your smartphone or tablet using
our Applications.

The Client is the buyer.

Course refers to all of the Lessons completed by
and tailored to each User.

Each User follows a personalized
learning Course.

Lesson refers to the content of the lesson, the content of the corrections and the content of any supplementary corrections tailored to each User.

Our Lessons are personalized.

Listings refers to the service offer(s) proposed directly by a Seller to other Users via the Marketplace.

Listings are third party offers.

Marketplace refers to a dedicated space on the Site
allowing for Listings by Sellers to be posted and viewed
by the Users.

Many Sellers offer Services on our
Marketplace

Provision refers to service offered directly to the
User by a Seller through a Listing on the Marketplace.

Provisions are offered directly by
third parties on the Marketplace.

Product refers to one of the Gymglish, Frantastique
or Rich Morning Show offers, whether on the Application or on the Site.

Product refers to our training
solutions.

Seller refers to an adult and able person or company
who uses the Marketplace and posts Listings viewable
by Users.

The Seller places Listings to offer
You his services.

Service refers to the design, production, delivery
and correction of personalized Lessons provided by
the Company.

Our Service includes, in particular,
the sending and correction of
Lessons.

Site refers to the set of web pages managed by the
Company, including gymglish.com, gymglish.fr, frantastique.com, frantastique.fr, richmorning.com.

Site refers to all websites managed
by the Company.
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Subscription refers to placing the Service at a User’s
disposal for a fixed price and duration, regardless of
the number of Lessons completed by the User.

Test refers to the testing of the Service, proposed
free of charge to the User for a limited period of time.
”User” or ”You” or ”They” refers either to someone
who has created an account on the Marketplace, or a
person who uses the Service. Each User may subscribe to one or more Course.
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Strictly speaking, we are not
selling Lessons but a Subscription
at a fixed price allowing access to
our Service during the
Subscription period.
Our Test is free and without
commitment.
The User is you.

LEGAL CONTEXT

The Company commits to keep its legal obligations in
terms of respecting personal data in France, the country in which it has its headquarters, namely:
• The French Information and Liberties Law No.
78-17 of January 6, 1978 as amended by the
Law of August 6, 2004;
• European Directive 95/46 of October 24, 1995,
regarding the protection of personal data and
privacy, transposed into French law by the Law
of August 6, 2004;
• The French Law for Confidence in the Digital
Economy ("LCEN") No. 2004-575 of June 21,
2004 (Article L. 33-4-1 of the Post and Telecommunications Code and Article L. 121-20-5 of
the Consumption Code) integrating into French
law Directive 2000/31/CE of June 8, 2000 on
Electronic Commerce and Directive 2002/58/CE
of July 12, 2002 on the Protection of Personal
Data and Privacy in Electronic Communications,
amended by Directive 2009/136/CE of November 9, 2009.
• The European GDPR (General Data Protection
Regulation) rules
The processing of personal data implemented by
the Company is subject to a declaration to the CNIL
(declaration No. 1276610/0-A9) and the hosting of
this data is in Europe.
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The Company is headquartered in
France and follows French and
European law relating to the
protection of personal data.
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WHAT TYPE OF PERSONAL
DATA THE COMPANY COLLECTS

4.1

Data disclosed by the User or Client

We receive, retain and process information that the
User or Client provides whenever they access our Services or use them, for instance, whenever:

We retain the information you send
when using the Services.

• they fill out a registration form for a Test;
• they fill out a purchase form in the online store;
• they use the Service;
• they create an account on the Marketplace;
• they communicate with the Company;
• they sign their Lesson or send their photograph
to confirm their identity in order to obtain a certified level assessment.
• they authorize access by the Company to data
of a third-party site (e.g. Facebook, Google or
Yahoo Mail address list, etc.). In this case, the
Company will obtain personal data disclosed by
the third-party site, within the limits authorized
by the User or Client and permitted by the settings defined on the third-party site.

4.2

Contact origin data

Whenever the User or Client signs up for a Test, purchases the Service of the Company or creates an account on the Marketplace through a partner site (hereafter referred to as ”the Partner”) or through a commercial link, the Company shall retain the information concerning the contact’s origin.

4.3

We retain the name of any
intermediary we may have
contacted.

Connection data

The Company shall also receive, retain and process:
• connection data, i.e. information that is automatically saved by our servers when accessing
the Site or Service, such as the IP address, the
date and time of accessing the Site or Service,
the pages of the Site viewed and the order of
these pages, etc.
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We may retain the data sent to us
by your
computer/browser/smartphone.

• data sent by software used to access the Site
or service, such as the operating system, the
browser version, the preferred user language or
the geographic region (since the latter is generally accessible through smartphones, especially
allowing us to send lessons to the User within
the appropriate time zone.)

4.4

Cookies

The Company uses cookies and other similar technologies (hereafter referred to as ”Cookies”). The
Company uses its own Cookies, either in order to allow for the technical functioning of the Service or Site
(for example, to remember a visitor’s preferred language on the Site), or to identify the User or Client
(for example, after a login to "My Account" or to the
store). Cookies from third-party companies (for example, from partners or service providers) may also
be installed when browsing the Site or when using
the Services. In this case, the Company shall ensure
that these third-party companies, unless approved by
the person concerned, will strictly respect the Information and Freedoms Law mentioned above and shall
commit to implement the appropriate security and protection measures for the confidentiality of the data.
It is possible to configure your browser to refuse
the placement of the Company’s Cookies; such a modification therefore may alter the functionality of the
Company’s Site and Services. However, refusing the
placement of Cookies from third-party companies should
have no effect on the functionalities of the Company’s
Site or Services.
4.4.1

Cookies do not have access to the
content of your computer.

GOOGLE ANALYTICS

The Company uses Google Analytics, a website analysis service provided by Google that uses Cookies
when accessing our Sites and Services. Google details how it uses the data collected at the following
address:
https://www.google.com/policies/privacy/
partners/
You can disable Google Analytics here.

4.5

The Company uses cookies, which
is data placed onto your computer
when visiting websites. When
visited again, your computer will
end this data to the server that
placed it there. This will allow, for
example, to recognize you to
facilitate navigation or to offer you
targeted advertising.

The Company uses Google
Analytics, a service by Google that
uses cookies as well.

Social networks

The Company may authorize the use of third-party
social plugins ("social plugins" refers, for example,
to Facebook’s "like" button or Twitter’s "share" button, etc.). If a User or Client is connected to their
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If you use social networks, you can
share certain information with
your contacts.

third-party account, this third party may access information relating to the Company’s Services (for example, Users may share the score of one of their Lessons
with their social network). The third-party personal
data protection charter will provide more information
about its practices in terms of data, especially about
the data it collects and how it uses it.

4.6

Referred friends data

Users or Clients may send their contacts, especially
by sending an email or by copying a personalized link
on social networks, an invitation to try out the Service.
The person accepting the invitation shall then be considered as a member of the "Referred friends". The
Company shall apply the same respect for personal
data for Referred friends as that belonging to Users.
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5.1

OPT-IN AND COMMUNICATING WITH THE COMPANY
Emails

Opt-ins are agreements by Users or Clients prior to
sending commercial communications (for example, to
receive promotional emails) from the Company or from
a third-party Partner. The Company commits to respecting opt-ins affecting it and allowing the activation or refusal of these communications in the "My
Account" section of the Products.
Whenever the User or Client is signed up through
a Partner, opt-ins affecting this Partner shall be managed, operated and updated by the Partner.

5.2

We process all personal data the
same way, no matter where they
come from.

You can decide how to receive (or
not) our communications and
newsletters by checking the
corresponding boxes in the "My
Account" section.

Notifications

It is possible to configure notifications sent by the mobile Application in the settings section of the Application and/or in the device settings.
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6.1

PROCESSING PERSONAL DATA
Principles

The Company mainly uses personal data in order to
be able to offer its Services. The Company commits
not to sell Users’ personal data. The Company also
commits to never disclose personal data collected, namely
email addresses and photographs if provided, except:
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We commit not to sell your
personal data

• whenever personal data is required to operate
the Service (for example, with the Company’s
payment service providers when making a purchase);
• whenever the User is not the Client, the Company may share with the Client certain personal
data (for example, the participation rate and level)
of the User(s) for the account on which they
have subscribed to a Service; the Client may
then share this information with third parties
(for example, with the PRO Gymglish & Teacher
offer, where teachers have access to educational
data about the User); the Client may also refuse
access to this data, if desired;
• in certain cases provide by law, personal data
may be sent to legally authorized third parties
to access it upon specific request; especially, if
such a measure is necessary by law to protect
and/or defend the Company’s rights, to enforce
this charter, and/or to protect the rights and/or
interests of Users, Clients or those of the public;

By default, we will not share your
data, especially your email
address. We may disclose it,
especially to operate the Service,
or in certain cases as provided by
law.

• whenever the User or Client signs up for a Test
or purchases the Company’s Service through a
partner site, the Company may share personal
information (last name, first name, email address, opt-in, etc.) with this Partner, which shall
only use this data under the opt-ins selected.
The Company shall ensure that these Partners strictly
follow the Information and Freedoms Law mentioned
above and shall commit to implement the appropriate
measures of security and protection of confidentiality
of the data sent to them.

6.2

Outsourced processing

The Company informs its Users and Clients that processes listed below require personal data sharing. They
are outsourced, only for the reasons indicated, to providers
who are themselves GDPR compliant.

• Adyen, Simon Carmiggeltstraat 6-50, 1011 DJ,
Amsterdam, Netherlands: credit card payment
service provider.
• Mangopay SA, 10 boulevard Royal, L-2449 Luxembourg: payment service provider for marketplaces.
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We commit only to work with
third-party providers who are
GDPR compliant.

• PayPal Europe, S.C.A., 22-24 Boulevard Royal
L-2449, Luxembourg: Paypal payment service
provider.
• Micropayment GmbH, Scharnweberstrasse 69,
D-12587 Berlin, Germany: SEPA direct debit
payment service provider.
• Exalog SAS, 97 rue de Bellevue, 92100 Boulogne
Billancourt, France: SEPA direct debit payment
service provider.
• CIC SA, 6 avenue de Provence 75009 Paris,
France: SEPA direct debit payment service provider.
• Rackspace Ltd, 5 Millington Road, Hyde Park
Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 4AZ, Great Britain: database
host of the Company.
• Front App, Inc. 550 15th St. - San Francisco
- CA 94103 - United States: customer support
technical provider.
• Appannie, 52-56bis rue de la Victoire 75009
Paris, France: application usage tracking provider.
• Hootsuite, 33 rue La Fayette, 75009 Paris, France:
social media management provider.
• Facebook: login provider (facebook login) and
social media provider.
• Google: login provider (google login) and Google
Pay payment service provider.
• Apple: Apple Pay payment service provider.
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HOW LONG THE COMPANY
RETAINS PERSONAL DATA

Personal data is stored and retained for the duration
necessary to complete the purposes for which they
are collected, under applicable law. Thus, financial
and educational data is retained indefinitely. This will
allow the Service to be resumed after a possible interruption, even a long one. The Company also commits
that:
• All Cookies placed by the Company onto browsers
are created for a timespan requested of less than
three years;
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The retention time for data varies
depending on their usefulness.

• Login data serving mainly to identify any potential operating problems (e.g. history files of
logging into the Company’s web servers) are
deleted at the latest one year after being collected.
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HOW TO ACCESS PERSONAL
DATA

The law gives all Users, Clients and all Referred friends
the right to access, correct, delete and revoke consent
to processing of their personal data. Modifying personal data (last name, first name, country, email address) belonging to the User or Clients may be performed in the "My Account" section. It is also possible to access your personal data at any time, to modify it or delete it by writing to the following address:
A9 SAS - Service des données personnelles, 16A
boulevard de Reuilly -75012 Paris.
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SECURITY

The Company is particularly careful about payment
data security.
Payments are managed and secured by certified
PCI DSS suppliers using SSL technology (Secure Socket
Layer) for encrypting payment information during transactions over the network. This ensures the safety and
confidentiality of payment information.
The Company never keeps the credit card information of its Clients.
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Any User may delete or modify
personal data pertaining to them
by contacting the Company.

Your payments are secured by
accredited and certified providers.

HOST

The host of the Company is Rackspace Ltd., 5 Millington Road, Hyde Park Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 4AZ,
Great Britain. The company Rackspace is certified
ISO 27002, ISO 27001, PCI-DSS, SAS 70 Type II
Privacy Shield and Safe Harbor. Rackspace can be
reached by phone on +44 20 3131 6381.
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The host of the Company is the
company Rackspace Ltd. in Great
Britain.

